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Descriptive Essay on Humorous incident

Funny things happen in our lives all the time. However, some incidents are so memorable that we
will never forget them. I recall a few amusing incidents that make me laugh every time I recall them.

First incident

One of the most amusing incidents that I will share with you occurred when I was in class t three. We

were in Kolkata for the summer to spend time with my grandmother. She was staying with an uncle.
When the train arrived in Kolkata, we disembarked and began walking. My mother's hand was in
mine. But I inadvertently took another woman's hand. She was walking alongside us.

She had a son who was the same age as mine. After a few minutes of walking, I noticed that my
mother was walking in a different direction and that I was walking with another woman. I was
puzzled and didn't know what to say or do. I looked at her expression. She returned her gaze,
puzzled. I yelled at my mother.

My mother arrived, and the confusion was over there. They were both laughing, and I was laughing a
lot. I can still recall this incident and it still makes me laugh. My mother occasionally reminds me of
this incident.

Second incident

We were in Punjab for the summer to spend time with my grandmother. When the train arrived at

the station, we disembarked and began walking, with me clutching my mother's hand.

But, due to the congestion, I inadvertently picked another woman's hand and didn't recognize it. She
was walking alongside us, and she had a boy about my age. After a few minutes of walking, I noticed
my mother travelling in a different direction than I was, and I was walking with another woman; I was
confused and couldn't think of anything to say; my mother looked back, and she, too, was perplexed,
so I cried out loudly to my mother.

My mother arrived, and the chaos dissipated. We all had a great time laughing. I can still remember
this episode, and it still makes me laugh.
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